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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
JOSEPH E. LARSON, OF SILVER CREEK, NEBRASKA. 

BROOM-CORN HARVESTER. 
No. 833,064. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Oct. 9, 1906. 

Application filed June 12, 1905. Serial No. 264,897, 

To all whon, it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Jose PH. E. LARSON, a tically-disposed standard 3, to which the rear 

side of the frame 1 ig adjustably connected. citizen of the United States, residing at Silver On the rear side of the frame 1 is pivotally 
Creek, in the county of Merrick and State of mounted an adjusting - lever 4, having Nebraska, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Broom-Corn Har 

a. 
Spring-projected pawl or dog to engage the 
teeth of a segmental rack 5, whereby said 

vesters; and I do declare the following to be lever is held in its various adjusted positions. a full, clear, and exact description of the in-To the lever 4 is pivotally connected the up vention, such as will enable others skilled in 
the art to which it appertains to make and 
use the same. 

This invention relates to improvements in 
broom-corn harvesters. 
The object of the invention is to provide a 

machine of this character which will cut the 
tops from the broom-corn stalks and which 
will arrange and feed the same to a shear or 
trimming device on the machine in proper 
position to be trimmed the desired lengths. 
Another object is to provide a discharging 

mechanism to receive the trimmed broom 
straw heads and from which the same may 
be discharged at regular intervals or when 
ever desired by the operator. 
A further object is to provide a machine of 

this character which ER be strong, durable, 
and comparatively simple in construction, 
efficient in operation, of even draft, and well 
adapted to the purpose for whichitis designed. 
With these and other objects in view the 

invention consists of certain novel features of 
construction, combination, and arrangement 
of parts, as will be hereinafter described and claimed. 

: In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is 
a front elevation of the machine. Fig. 2 is a 
rear elevation. Fig. 3 is a view of the sickle 
end of the machine. Fig. 4 is a view of the 
opposite or discharge end. Fig. 5 is a top 
plan view. Fig. 6 is a vertical longitudinal 
sectional view taken through the straighten 
ing-rolls. Fig. 7 is a vertical transverse sec 
tional view through the machine, taken im 
mediately in front of the shear or trimming 
device. Fig. 8 is a detail sectional view 
illustrating the construction and operation 
of the sickie, and Fig. 9 is a detail horizonal 
sectional view through the guiding and feed 
ing mechanism for receiving the heads of the 
broom-corn stalks. - 

Referring to the drawings, 1 denotes a Sup 
porting frame upon which the operating 
mechanism of the machine is mounted. The 
frame 1 is supported at its rear side upon a 
rear supporting-wheel 2, which is journaled 
in bearing-brackets on the lower end of a ver 

per end of a link 6, the opposite end of which 
is connected to the upper end of the standard 
3, whereby when said lever is operated the 
rear side of the supporting-frame may be 
raised or lowered. 
The sickle end of the frame 1 is supported 

upon a wheel 7, which is journaled on the 
right-angularly-bent lower end of a vertically 
disposed standard 8, to which this end of the 
frame is adjustably connected by means of 
brackets 9, through which said standard 
passes, and a laterfly-proj ecting arm 10, rig 
idly fixed to said standard and slidably en 
gaging a guide-bracket 12 on the frame. 
The opposite end of the frame 1 is sup 

ported upon a combined traction and oper 
atting wheel 13, journaled upon an axle 14, 
mounted in bearing-blocks 15, which are ad 
iustably mounted in slotted segmental guide 
brackets 16, secured to longitudinally-dis 
posed bars 17 of the frame. 
In order that the frame 1 may be adjusted 

at each end, cables or chains are provided 
for raising and lowering the same. To the 
bearing-blocks 15 of the axle 14, are con 
nected the ends of chains or cables 18, which 
extend downwardly and pass around guide 
pulleys 19, journaled on the lower ends of the 
segmental brackets 16. From the pulley's 19. 
the chains or cables 18 extend rearwardl 
and around horizontally-disposed guide-pull 
ley's 20, mounted on the lower side of the 
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frame 1, and from thence extend to and are 
connected with the lower end of a winding 
shaft 21, which is journaled in the frame 1 
and extends upwardly to near the upper side 
of the same and is provided on its upper end 
with a worm-gear 22, with which is adapted 
to mesh a worm 23, which is formed on or 
fixed to a horizontally-disposed shaft 24, 
journaled in brackets on the frame 1. The 
rear end of the shaft 24 extends to within 
convenient reach of the driver's seat and is 
provided with an operating crank-handle 25, 
which when turned in one direction or the 
other will cause the winding-shaft 21 to 
wind or unwind the chains or cables 18, thus. 
raising or lowering the frame 1 on the axle 14. 
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To the right-angularly-bent upper end of of a suitable cutting mechanism or sickle 65 
the standard 8 is connected the upper end of hereinafter described. Immediately below 
a chain or cable 26, which extends down 
wardly and rearwardly around guide-pulleys 
27, journaled on the adjacent end of the 
frame 1. Said chain or cable 26 then passes 
upwardly over a guide-pulley 28 and from 
thence to a winding-shaft 29, journaled upon 
the rear side of the frame 1, and is provided 
on its upper end with a worm-gear 30. With 
the worm-gear 30 is adapted to mesh a worm 
31, which is formed on or fixed to a horizon 
tally-disposed shaft 32, journaled in brackets 
upon the frame 1 and projecting rearwardly 
to within convenient reach of the driver's 
seat, where said shaft is provided with an 
operating crank-handle 33, which when Op 
erated will cause the shaft 29 to wind or un 
wind the chain or cable 26, which will raise 
or lower this end of the frame on the standard 
8 of the supporting-wheel 7. 
The sickle or cutting end of the frame 1 

has connected thereto a curved rod 1 to 
form a suitable arch to permit the passage of 
the machine over the rows of broom-corn 
stalks, and immediately above this arched 
portion of the frame, on the upper side of the 
same, is secured a pair of forwardly-project 
ing guiding and conveying frames 34, the 
forward ends of which diverge or are flared 
to facilitate the passage of broom-corn tops 
between the same. In the frames 34 are 
journaled vertically - disposed rollers 35 
around which are passed conveyer-belts 36. 
The shafts of the inner pair of rollers 35 pro 
ject through the upper portion of the frame 
forming the arch and are provided with 
horizontally-disposed spur gear-wheels 37. 
One of the shafts of said rollers extends below 
the gear-wheels 37 and has secured thereto a 
spur gear-pinion 38, with which is adapted to 
mesh a crown-gear 39, fixed on the end of a 
stub-shaft 40, journaled in the frame 1. On 
said stub-shaft 40 is also fixed a sprocket 
wheel 41, which is engaged by a sprocket 
chain 42, passing around a sprocket-wheel 
43, mounted on a shaft 44, motion being im 
parted to said shaft by a suitable driving 
mechanism hereinafter described. 
On the forward ends of the conveyer-frame 

34 are secured forwardly and downwardly 
projecting guide-frames 45, which are adapt 
ed to gather in the broom-corn heads or 
brushes and to convey the same between the 
conveyer-belts on the frame 34. The frames 
34 are suitably braced and secured to the 
frame 1 by means of upper and lower pairs 
of brace-bars 46. 
On the upper side of the frame 1 imme 

diately in rear of the conveyer-frame 34 
are mounted vertically - disposed parallel 
guide-plates 47, between which the broom 
corn heads or brushes are adapted to fall 

the plates 47 is arranged a horizontally-dis 
posed endless conveyer-belt 48, which passes 
around rollers 49, journaled in the upper 
side of the frame 1. The shaft of one of said 
rollers projects rearwardly and has secured 
thereto a sprocket-wheel 50, whereby the 
same is driven. 
The cutting mechanism for severing the 

heads of the broom-corn from the stalks con 
sists of a bifurcated cutter-plate 51, secured 
to the under side of the conveyer-frame 34, 
and below said cutter and coacting therewith 
is mounted a reciprocating sickle-bar 52, 
on which are secured two or more cutting 
blades or knives 53, adapted to coact with 
the edges of the bifurcated cutter-plate 51 to 
sever the heads from the cornstalks. Said 
heads after being thus severed fall rear 
wardly between the plates 47 upon the hori 
Zontal conveyer 48, by which the same are car 
ried to a suitable straightening mechanism 
and fitting mechanism hereinafter described. 

In order that the sickle-bar 52 may be re 
ciprocated, the same is connected at one end 
with a pitman-rod 54, the opposite end of 
Said pitman-rod being pivotally connected to 
an eccentrically-disposed wrist-pin 55, se 
cured to a disk or plate 56, which is rigidly 
mounted upon the adjacent end of the shaft 
of the drive-roll for the conveyer 48, whereby 
when said conveyer-roll is driven the sickle 
bar will be operated. 

Journaled in the upper side of the frame 1 
immediately below and at the inner end of 
the conveyer 48 are a series of transversely 
disposed butting and straightening rollers 
57, above which is pivotally mounted a series 
of longitudinally - disposed shafts 58. On 
these shafts 58 are secured depending plates 
59, the first of which lies a slight distance 
above the rolls 57, while the others are adapt 
ed to rest upon the upper surface of the rolls 
57 in an inclined position, as shown, the office 
of the plates 59 being to assist the rolls 57 
when straightening and butting the heads of 
the broom-corn as the same are deposited 
thereon from the conveyer 48. In order that 
said heads may be engaged or fed across the 
straightening-rolls, a suitable feeding mech 
anism is provided, said mechanism consistin 
of a series of horizontally-disposed E. 
shafts 60, the ends of which are journaled in 
the frame 1 below the straightening-rolls 57. 
On the upper side of the shaft 60 are secured 
longitudinally-disposed rakes or forked mem 
bers 61, the teeth or tines of said forks being 
arranged to pass between each of the rolls 57 
when projected upwardly by the revolving of 
the shafts 60. Said shafts 60 are so formed 
that the forks 61 will be projected upwardly 
at an angle and in consecutive order. One 

after being severed from the stalk by means end of each of the cranked shafts 60 projects 
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beyond the rear side of the frame 1 and has ! veyers 68 and 73 have mounted thereon. fixed thereon sprocket gear-wheels 62, where 
by said shafts are driven. To each of the 
forks 61 is connected the upper end of a con 

5 trolling-rod 63, as shown in Fig. 1, the lower 
end of which is pivotally connected to link 
rods 64, the opposite ends of which are piv 
otally connected to the lower portion of the 
frame 1. By providing controlling rod or 
links 63 and 64 the forks will be held at 
the proper angle while being operated by 
the cranked shafts 60. When operated, the 
forks are first projected upwardly between 
the rolls 57 and then are moved laterally to 
ward the discharge end of the machine, carry 
ing therewith across the upper surface of the 
rolls all the broom-corn heads lying in their 
path of movement. After engaging and 
moving the brush-heads a certain distance 
the forks are retracted or moved downwardly, 
at which time the next consecutive fork will 
be projected upwardly into engagement with 
the tops just released by the former fork and 
will be carried a certain distance farther by 25 this latter fork in the same manner as previ 
ously described. The engagement of tops by 
the consecutively-operated forks will move 
the same entirely across the straightening 
rolls and onto a trimming mechanism now to be described. 
The trimming mechanism comprises a 

frame 65, which is slidably mounted upon longitudinally - disposed guide-bars 66, ar 
ranged in the upper side of the frame 1. In 
the opposite ends of the frames 65 are jour 
naled rolls 67, around which is passed an end 
less slatted conveyer 68, upon which the 
heads of the broom-corn are deposited from 
the straightening-rolls 57, as shown. Upon 
the upper rear side of the frame 1 is formed an upwardly-projecting guide flange or plate 
69. On one side of the center of the mov 
able frame 65 is secured an upwardly-project 
ing guide-flange 70, said flange being cut 
away on its lower side, as at 70*, adjacent to 
the ends of the straightening-roll 57 to per 
mit the ends of the stalks of the broom-corn 
heads to project beyond the forward end of 
the frame 65. In the frame 65 is journaled a 

o 

5 

ward end of which is mounted a toothed trim 
ming wheel or disk 72. The conveyer 68 is 
in two parts or sections, one on each side of 
the cutter-disk 72. The wheel or disk 72 is 

5 adapted to be revolved when the shaft 71 is 
driven to sever the stalks of the broom-corn 
heads which project beyond the flange 70, 
thus trimming or cutting all of the heads on 
the frame 65 to a uniform length. 

Coacting with the conveyer 68 to feed the 
broom-corn heads across the frame 65 is an . 
upper endless conveyer 73, which passes 
around rolls 74, journaled in the upper side 
of the frame 1, as shown in Figs. 4 and 7. 

: The shafts of one of the rolls of both the con 

longitudinally-disposed shaft 71, on the for 

Sprocket-wheels 75 and 76, while the shaft 
71 of the trimming disk or wheel 72 has se 
cured thereto a sprocket-wheel 77. In order 
that the frame 65 may be shifted upon the 
bars 66 to increase the distance between the 
flanges 69 and 70, thereby permitting the 
broom-corn heads to be trimmed longer, a 
shifting mechanism is provided. Said mech 
anism consists of a link 78, one end of which 
is connected to the lower side of the frame 
65, while the opposite end of the link is piv 
otally connected to a cranked shaft 79, jour 
naled in bearing-bracket 80 on the rear side 
of the frame, as shown. To one end of said 
shaft 79 is rigidly secured an operating-lever 
81, said lever being provided with a pawl or 
dog 82, adapted to be engaged with the 
teeth of a segmental rack 83, whereby when 
said lever is operated the crank-shaft 79 will 
be turned thereby, causing the frame 65 to 
be shifted to, increase or diminish the dis 
tance between the flanges 69 and 70, as herein described. 
On the discharge end of the machine, ad 

jacent to the end of the trimming-frame 65, is 
secured a discharge-hopper 84, into which 
the trimmed heads of the broom-corn fall 
from the conveyer 68. The hopper 84 is 
provided at its lower end with a right-angu 
larly-formed hinged closing plate or gate 85, 
whereby the broom-corn tops deposited onto 
said hopper are retained thereon until such 
time and at such intervals as may be de 
sired to discharge the same. The plate 85 is 
provided with an upwardly-projecting right 
angularly formed arm 86, to which is secured 
one end of an operating-cable 87, which ex 
tends over a guide-pulley 88, thence down 
wardly, where the same is secured to a foot 
lever 89, arranged on the rear side of the 
frame 1 within convenient reach of the 
driver's seat 90, whereby when it is desired 
to dump or discharge the broom-corn heads 
from the hopper 84 said lever 89 is de 
pressed, thus causing the cable 87 to lift the 
plate 85, thereby permitting the contents of 
the hopper to be discharged therefrom. A 
spring 91 is secured to the arm 86 and to the 
side of the hopper, whereby when the plate 
85 is released said spring will cause the same to automatically close. 

Rigidly connected to the combined trac 
tion and operating wheel 13 is a sprocket 
wheel 92, around which passes a sprocket 
chain 93. This chain 93 passes over a chain 
tightening device 94 and thence around a 
sprocket-wheel 95, which is fixedly mounted 
upon a horizontally-disposed shaft 96, jour 
naled in the lower portion of the frame 1. 
On the opposite end of the shaft 96 is mount 
ed a combined spur and beveled gear-wheel 
97. With the spur-gear teeth of the wheel 
97 is adapted to mesh a spur gear-pinion 98, 
which is fixed on the adjacent end of the 
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shaft 44, whereby said shaft is driven to 
turn the wheel 43 and impart motion to the 
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chain 42, which engages and drives the 
sprocket-wheel 41 and shaft 40 to operate 
the conveyer-belts 36. The chain 42 also 
passes over a series of sprocket-pinions 99, 
fixed on the ends of the shafts of the straight 
ening-rolls 57, whereby said rolls are driven. 
The beveled teeth of the wheel 97 are 

adapted to mesh with the teeth of a beveled 
gear-pinion 100, which is fixedly mounted 
upon a shaft 101, journaled in the lower side 
of the frame 1 transversely to the shaft 96. 
One end of the shaft 101 extends rearwardly 
through the side of the frame 1 and has 
fixedly mounted thereon a sprocket-wheel 
102, around which passes a sprocket-chain 
103. Said chain passes around the sprocket 
wheel 50 of the conveyer 48, whereby the 
same and the sickle-bar is driven, as herein 
before described. The chain 103 also en 
gages the sprocket-wheels 75 and 76 of the 
conveyer-rolls 67 and 74, whereby the con 
veyers 68 and 73 are driven. On the shaft 
of the conveyer-roll 74 is secured a sprocket 
wheel 104, around which passes a short 
sprocket-chain 105, said chain passing around 
the sprocket-wheel 77 on the end of the 
trimming-disk shaft, thereby driving said 
trimming-disk. The chain 103 also engages 
a sprocket-wheel 106, fixedly mounted upon 
a short shaft 107, which is journaled in 
brackets 108 on the rear side of the frame 1. 
On said shaft 107 is also fixedly mounted 
sprocket-pinion 109, around which passes 
a sprocket-chain 110, said chain also passing 
around the sprocket-wheels 62 on the ends 
of the cranked shafts 60 of the feeding or 
conveying forks 61, whereby motion is im 
parted to said forks. The chains 103 and 
110 pass over or are engaged by suitably 
mounted idle rollers, whereby said chains 
are held in proper engagement with the va 
rious sprocket-wheels driven thereby. 
The frame 1 is suitably braced at various 

points by brace-rods, and to the front side of 
the same is pivotally connected a tongue 111, 
to which the draft-animals are hitched. On 
the upper forward side of the frame is se 
cured an upwardly-projecting eye or loop 112, 
through which the driving-reins are passed 
and by which said reins are supported and 
held above and out of the way of the oper 
ating mechanism of the machine. From the foregoing description, taken in connection with the accompanying drawings, 
the construction and operation of the inven 
tion will be readily understood without re 
quiring a more extended explanation 

Having described my invention, what I 
claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent, is 

1. In a broom-corn harvester, the combi 
nation with a wheeled supporting-frame, of a 
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revolubly-mounted rolls, reciprocating forks, 
the tines of which move between said rolls, pivoted straightening-plates arranged above 
and coacting with said rolls, a conveyer 
mounted on an adjustable frame, arranged 
at the delivery end of said rolls, a rotary cut 
ting or trimming device arranged on said con 
veyer-frame to trim the broom-corn heads 
to the desired length, a manually-operated 
discharge-hopper to receive said trimmed 
heads, and means for manually discharging 
said hopper comprising a lever and a cable, 
substantially as described. 

2. In a broom-corn harvester, the combi 
nation with a wheeled supporting-frame, of a 
guiding and feeding mechanism, a sickle-bar, 
revolubly-mounted rolls, reciprocating forks, 
the tines of which move between said rolls, pivoted straightening-plates arranged above 
and coacting with said rolls, a conveyer-frame 
arranged at the end of Said rolls, an endless 
conveyer arranged on said frame, a rotary 
cutting or trimming device mounted on said 
frame, means whereby said frame is adjusted 
or shifted to cause said trimming device to 
trim the broom-corn heads on said conveyer 
to different lengths, a manually - operated 
discharge-hopper to receive said trimmed 
heads, and means whereby the various oper 
ative parts of the machine are driven, sub 
stantially as described. 

3. In a broom-corn harvester, the combi 
nation with a wheeled supporting-frame of a 
guiding and feeding mechanism, said mech 
anism comprising a pair of downwardly and 
forwardly projecting guide-frames, a pair 
of vertically-disposed, forwardly-projecting 
conveyer-frames, endless feeding-conveyers 
mounted in said frames, a cutting mechan 
ism arranged beneath said conveyer-frames, 
parallel, vertically-disposed guide-plates ar 
ranged at the inner end of the feeding mech 
anism, a horizontally-disposed endless con 
veyer arranged below said plates, a series of 
rolls journaled at the end of Said horizontal 
conveyer, a series of feeding-forks arranged 
below said rolls, means whereby the tines of 
said forks are actuated to move between said 
rolls, a trimming mechanism arranged at the 
end of said rolls, a discharge-hopper, and 
means whereby said operating parts are 
driven, substantially as E. 

4. In a broom-corn harvester, the combi 
nation with a wheeled supporting-frame of a 
guiding and feeding mechanism, said mech 
anism comprising a pair of downwardly and 
forwardly projecting guide-frames, a pair 
of vertically-disposed, forwardly-projecting 
conveyer-frames, endless feeding-conveyers 
mounted in said frames, a bifurcated cutter 
plate arranged below said conveyer-frames, a 
reciprocating sickle-bar slidably mounted on 
said plate to coact with the same, means to reciprocate said sickle-bar, parallel, verti 
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65 guiding and feeding mechanism, a sickle-bar, cally-disposed guide-plates arranged at the 1 
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inner ends of said conveyer-frames, a hori- heads, and means whereby said hopper is 
zontally-disposed endless conveyer arranged opened to discharge said heads, substantially 
below said plates, a series of rolls E. as described. 
in said frame, pivotally-mounted straighten- In testimony whereof I have hereunto set (5 
ing-plates arranged above said rolls to coact my hand in presence of two subscribing wit therewith, a conveyer-frame arranged at the nesses. 
end of said rolls, an endless conveyer-belt, a 
revolubly-mounted toothed trimming-disk 
arranged on said frame, means whereby the Witnesses: - 
latter is shifted to adjust said trimming-disk, D. F. DAVIS, 
a hopper to receive the trimmed broom-corn J. P. LARSON. 

JOSEPH E. LARSON. 


